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Program

Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson
1. Nature, the gentlest mother
2. There came a wind like a bugle
3. Why do they shut me out of Heaven?
4. The world feels dusty
5. Heart, we will forget him
6. Dear March, come in!
7. Sleep is supposed to be
8. When they come back
9. I felt a funeral in my brain
10. I’ve heard an organ talk sometimes
11. Going to Heaven!
12. The Chariot

Intermission

Dinghui Residence(卜算子 黄州定慧院寓居作)  Tzu Huang(黄自)
Song of the Southern country(南乡子 登京口北固亭有怀)
The journey of Flowers(花非花雾非雾)
To climb the Tower(点绛唇 赋登楼)

Homesickness(思乡)
Three wishes of the rose(玫瑰三愿)
Spring Nostalgia(春思曲)
Tianlun Song(天伦歌)